In recent years, computer vision and machine learning techniques have been widely used in the field of 3D human animation. Based on image technology, digital character and scene modeling, interactive character animation control and motion generation for human motion data and video are widely used in computer vision technology; at the same time, the machine learning theory can play an increasingly important role in animation creation in 3D motion data reuse and later, and get some good research results. In this paper, the basic ideas and key technologies of these methods are summarized and analyzed on the basis of 3D human animation creation process.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of computer and further reduce the hardware cost of the digital media technology, computer animation technology and its applications have promoted and popularized 1 especially in 3D human animation, widely used motion capture devices produce a large amount of realistic 3D human motion data, and application in virtual reality, computer game, animation, films and sport simulation etc.. The 3D human animation technology can be divided into 2 categories, in general: one is based on the traditional technology of computer animation, especially model animation traditional 2D computer animation technology based evolved; two is produced with the popularity of motion capture systems capture data based on human animation production technology. The traditional model of animation thought is based on a mathematical model to meet the needs of users of the animation results are essentially a kind of method of making model based animation, including key frame animation technology, based on the knowledge of kinematics joint animation technology and physics, dynamic method; production technology is based on motion capture animation in realistic 3D motion data, using data driven approach to generate 3D human animation, is essentially a data driven animation method, including motion capture data editing and synthesis, reuse technology based on. The popularity of commercial human motion capture system for realistic 3D human motion data is no longer a bottleneck to make realistic 3D human animation, 3D human motion capture database available for reuse has appeared, which makes the data driving method has become an important means of creating realistic 3D human animation.
In recent years, more and more applications in computer vision and machine learning techniques in human animation more widely in the field of human motion data, including image 1 Zhuhai College of Jilin University, Zhuhai City, Guangdong Province, China based on P video capture technology, digital character and scene modeling, interactive character animation and motion control and other aspects of a large number of generated by the computer vision technology. At the same time, machine learning theory has been widely used in the research of intelligent 3D human animation. 
The Proposed Methodology
Three-dimensional animation. The 3D human animation creation process including 3D motion data acquisition, data preprocessing, character animation and motion synthesis behavior in virtual environment generation steps, based on this process, the application of computer vision and machine learning techniques in 3D human animation is reviewed.
The essence of capture technology of 3D human animation creation by the movement is a data driven animation creation way, with data acquisition easy and high precision, strong sense of reality and the production efficiency is high, so that the product manager Mundell Alias said: motion capture is the future the basic idea of motion capture technology is real-time capture of real motion objects with special hardware equipment (animal actors, etc.) the 3D motion data, and map it to advance the establishment of three-dimensional model of the animation sequence.
3D motion acquisition technology based on vision. In early twentieth century, it is proposed to extract the motion parameters from video and image sequences including human motion using visual methods to access and analysis of human motion to achieve; the method has the advantages of low cost, simple operation and wide application range, etc., is a cross research field in computer vision and computer animation, has been a hot topic in academic circles. However, it is a challenging task to recover 3D human motion data from 2D video. The three-dimensional human motion capture technology method from the technical means can be divided into based on model matching and based on the analysis of several kinds of silhouette feature tracking based on. In this paper, a differential motion estimation method based on Bregler is proposed, which is used to restore the human motion sequences with high degrees of freedom from monocular video streams. Liu Xiaoming proposed a feature tracking and 3D motion extraction method based on single camera. Firstly, the Kalman filter is used to predict the position of the feature to be tracked, and then the feature matching based on the sub block pattern matching method is used. Zhu Qiang put forward the extraction method of human motion based on color features, and to design a set of tights, using Kalman filter and block matching tracking algorithm in the image sequence of color blocks, and based on the visual principle from monocular video stream restoration of 3D human motion parameters. Luo Zhongxiang developed a dual camera capture system and color tights based human motion tracking algorithm to track the feature tracking system, dual camera feature constraint Kalman prediction and line based on attribute quantization and incomplete motion features, the key idea of feature classification and feature recognition using feature tracking, better to solve the human motion extraction of self-occlusion and non-rigid motion and other complex problems. Model matching and profile analysis of motion capture technology. Based on the basic idea of this kind of method is given a human posture search space in image feature extracted (feature points, and other information and establish good profile) model (mostly 3D human posture model) between the search for matching the reasonable ways to achieve the 3D human motion recovery purposes. For solving this kind of problems usually can be regarded as an optimization process.
We use genetic algorithm to search an optimal pose in 3D human pose space to match the feature points extracted from 2D images, but the accuracy of this method depends on the 2D feature point tracking accuracy to a great extent, therefore in the background is very complex and there is self-occlusion in the video is difficult to obtain satisfactory results. Firstly, through the analysis of local silhouette extraction, silhouette feature and Euclidean distance transform operation to obtain the skeleton structures in the image, and then take the simulated annealing algorithm to search the best 3D human posture data in 3D human pose space as the recovery results. The utility model has the advantages of the extraction of human skeleton in silhouette, silhouette matching error analysis to avoid the traditional method of the neutral model of the human body caused by. 
Conclusion
Generally speaking, the research category of computer animation belongs to computer graphics, but technically, 3D human animation involves computer vision, computer graphics, artificial intelligence, machine learning and cognitive science and other fields has become a science and technology of cross research field. Computer vision and machine learning theory are rapidly integrated into the field of human animation research and have achieved good results. From the point of view of the demand of human animation itself, it is the two most important research topics that the convenient material acquisition mechanism and intelligent and efficient post production technology are the most important topics. In the future, more research will be tested.
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